Abstract-This paper presents the use of fuzzy logic in designing the enemy behaviour for a popular arcade game called Meteor Escape. The original game was played against a cloud of meteors that might collide with a spaceship which is trying to make its way in the deep space. The game is extended with additional Kamikaze drones working with a simple decision mechanism based on zero-order Sugeno model. The results show that this additional feature improves the gameplay.
I. INTRODUCTION
Artificial intelligence is a fundamental method for creating opponents in games [1] . The user might play the game alone and the game has to provide a significant level of challenge. This can be provided by creating enemy units with artificial intelligence, allowing the game to be played against the computer.
In the past days, creating AI in games were harder. Old technology and low processor speeds were creating big problems for game developers. All the graphics and game engine had to be processed by the same processor, developers didn"t have enough process power for creating good AI systems. But thanks to the current technology, game graphics are processed by separate graphics processors (GPUs) providing an enormous power for AI [2] .
It is known that the purpose of game AI is to make the game more challenging, but not unbeatable, hence more interesting. The enemies in a game can be programmed to know the user position in advance, before line of sight, making it impossible to beat the enemies. AI, here, should be designed so that it doesn"t overwhelm the player while adding challenging parameters to the game. This feature of AI actually what makes a game success [3] .
There are many different ways of creating enemies with AI. State machines can be used for creating AI. State machines includes specific states for related occasions. In the game loop these states can change according to the gameplay or according to the rules. The drawback of this method is that it can be difficult to improve and change the system. Certainly, state machines are widely used inside most popular games, but it is not the only way to do it. Fuzzy logic can also be implemented within the game AI [4] which can provide more human-like decisive behaviour. Fuzzy logic is not widely used inside games. Some implementations are made in some AI systems inside games, but they are not very popular. But there are some examples which most of the gamers know.
Unreal is a very popular first person shooter game. Enemy AI inside the game was implemented with fuzzy logic [5] . This made the enemies in game more intelligent and less predictable. Players really enjoyed the enemies inside the game. S.W.A.T. 2 is a real time strategy game [6] in which the characters that are controlled by the game (Non-Player Character, NPC) using fuzzy logic based AI. Enemy Nations is another example of fuzzy logic implemented AI. Rules and the inference engine is separated from each other for better enemy behaviour [7] .
As it can be seen from these examples, fuzzy logic can work inside AI systems and they provide very good results. This paper presents the fuzzy-logic based enemies for a popular game. The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II gives general information about fuzzy logic and its principles, followed by Section III cases where possible caveats of such systems can arise are discussed along with their advantages. Section IV gives a brief information about Unity 3D which was used for implementing the game. Section V describes the fuzzy logic system used in the game and the results for this is presented in Section VI. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VII.
II. FUZZY LOGIC
Fuzzy logic was presented by Lotfi A. Zadeh in 1965. Conventional logic in computers have two consequents: true or false, facilitating a bimodal structure for decision making. However, this method is far from the way used in human thinking. In real life, people may have levels to decide an occasion by constructing statements like "it is really hot today. "I usually read books". From these examples it can be seen that humans think in a fuzzy way, i.e. we use words of uncertainty to describe behaviours or events [8] , [9] .
A fuzzy decision making engine comprises of 3 main steps: Fuzzification, inference and defuzzification. Fuzzification step involves obtaining inputs and converting them to linguistic variables. For example: a person who is 180 cm height can be considered as a tall person. So this person is a member of the group of tall people. In fuzzy logic, this group is called a fuzzy set. Fuzzy sets describe a degree of a variable in linguistic way. From previous example, a 180 cm person is member of "Tall" fuzzy set.
After fuzzifying crisp inputs to linguistic variables, a type of inference must be chosen. In this case, we will focus on Sugeno type fuzzy inference. Sugeno type fuzzy inference is developed by Takagi, Sugeno and Kang [6] . Sugeno type inference uses a single spike, a.k.a. singleton. This singleton is the consequent of the related fuzzy rule.
The inference engine must check the rule base, which is the database of rules of the behaviours. These rules are prepared for the behaviours of enemies inside the AI system. The rules in this system have two antecedents and a single consequent. Antecedents are the linguistic variables and their membership values. If the antecedents of the specific rules are right, then that specific rules are fired. Structure of a rule is as follows:
• if x is "A" OR y is "B" then z is f(x,y) Fig. 1 depicts the rule evaluation process. Two antecedents are calculated in "OR" operator, which takes maximum of two membership values. The taken value is multiplied by the constant k1 which can be seen as a consequence of the decision making process. All of the fired rules create an output value, and average of these values is the output value. This output value can be used according to the needs of the AI system. Fuzzy logic systems are very useful in behaviour-based systems and decision making. For example, enemy can guess how scared the opponent is from its movements, or how strong the opponent is and hence it can decide next action accordingly. Also there are more implementations of fuzzy logic and neural networks for more natural and realistic behaviour AI enemies inside games.
III. PROS AND CONS OF FUZZY DECISION MAKING
Implementation of fuzzy logic inside AI system is quite different from other type of logics. Most of the AI systems are created by state machines. Creating states according to the behaviours of enemies inside a game. But the number of states might be overwhelming in some implementations. And also maintenance of state machines is really hard and time consuming.
But in fuzzy logic, rules are separated from the inference engine and all the rules can be changed much easier. Easy maintenance means less time consumed for development of the system, which is more efficient. Also these rules can be decided without a programmer. Rules can be decided in a linguistic way, then a programmer can implement it inside the rule base. Yet, these rules must be prepared with caution. Someone with game design experience should prepare the rules. Otherwise, rules can conclude incrorrect solutions, which makes development progress longer.
A drawback of fuzzy logic system is the dependence of inputs. If there are a lot of inputs to the inference engine, rules are increased exponentially. This makes calculations harder and longer. The fuzzy system needs to be created according to the inputs, or should be separated to different sections and work sequentially.
IV. UNITY 3D
Unity 3D is a cross-platform free game engine. It features a lot of components which makes creating games easier. Having its own physics engine and image implementations makes it a powerful tool. Unity supports C#, Javascript and also Lua as the programming and scripting languages.
Engine features are not the only thing which makes Unity 3D a powerful tool. Also the trainings provided by Unity"s website [10] . There are lessons about scripting, animations and even physics. Hours of lessons and documentation makes this game engine one of the best tool for game developers.
In addition to this, the community of Unity is huge. There is a dedicated website for the community questions and answers. Developers can ask questions about their problems and more experienced developers offer their solutions and this is really good for beginner developers.
Unity has a clean and organized user interface. There is a scene view to see all the objects in the game scene. Also there is a game pre-view to see how users will be seeing the game. Game view only sees what the main camera is looking at the scene. It is almost similar to making a movie which you can participate. Hierarchy panel is the objects in the scene and all the objects are well organized in child and parent hierarchy.
Every object in the game engine is a Unity Game Object, which can have multiple components. From physics components to renderer components, there are a lot of choices for the programmer"s needs.
The game in this paper is developed inside Unity3D engine and fuzzy logic is implemented inside enemy AI.
V. FUZZY ENEMY DESIGN
This is a space themed 2D arcade game to implement fuzzy logic in enemy AI. Game components are user spaceship, enemy drones and meteors as depicted in Fig. 2 . Objective of the game is to stay alive as long as possible. 
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because main objective is to show how fuzzy logic works inside enemy AI.
The spaceship is the game object which user controls. The movement of the spaceship is prepared due to the movement in free space. Thrusters can only move ship forward, to turn and move the ship to another direction, user must use thrusters and the rotation. User spaceship also has 100 life points before it is destroyed.
Meteors have low level artificial intelligence. User spaceship has a gravitational pulling force at certain radius. When a meteor enters this radius, it follows user spaceship. When it gets out of the pull radius, it continues to move like it would do in empty space.
Enemy "Kamikaze" drones are the most complicated objects in the game. Fuzzy logic was implemented inside these drones. These drones have a radar of certain distance radius. This radar has an operation frequency as will be described later. When the user spaceship enters this radar, fuzzy logic inside the drone calculates the position and distance between itself and the user spaceship. After fuzzy logic calculations, it shoots itself into a direction and explodes as in Fig. 3 . The main purpose is to destroy the user spaceship. For the explosion of enemy drone, a free 2D explosion asset package was used from Unity asset store. Explosions have certain radius of effect, and if user spaceship is inside this radius, ship loses 20 life points. This free asset package already has the particle effect and the animations ready. In the code of the enemy drone controller, when it reaches maximum range or gets close enough to the user spaceship, this explosion is spawned at the location of enemy drone. When explosion occurs, an explosion force is applied to the user spaceship to give a more realistic effect.
For the implementation of fuzzy logic inside enemy drones, input and output membership functions are created. Membership values of inputs are calculated through input membership functions and outputs are calculated through output membership functions.
X axis of this graph is the input value. Y value of the graph is the membership value of the fuzzy sets. For example: according to the graph, if we choose value 2 for the input, it is member of the "High" fuzzy set and the membership value of the input is 1 (Fig. 4) . The following set of rules shown in Table I are used for the enemy drones: These rules are checked from the rule base, and the membership values are sent back to the inference engine. Inference engine gets output membership values and takes the output membership values and places them into an integer array. Average of these values are taken and placed to output membership graph of Fig. 5 . The average crisp value is placed at the X axis of the graph. The closest output function of that value is chosen as the final output function. Then the enemy drone shoots itself according to the output function.
Every enemy drone has its own inference engine. Because if there are more than one drone trying to get calculations from inference engine there will be conflict problems. Individual inference engine solves this problem.
Let"s see an example how an enemy drone detects the user spaceship and fires itself to the chosen direction.
If we look at Fig. 6 we can see the movement of enemy drone. At the moment of enemy drone radar scan, user spaceship is at the north east of the enemy drone. X and Y distances are both 2 units. If we look at the Fig. 4 we can calculate the membership values of these crisp inputs. These are both equivalent to 1 and both are members of fuzzy set "High". Then inference engine sends these linguistic variables with their membership values and a specific rule (Table I) is fired:
Obviously there is only 1 rule fired and average of the output membership function values is same as the output of fifth rule. But if there were more than one rule fired, then there would be multiple outputs. In this case, the average of all these values would be chosen and the closest output function would be chosen as the crisp output value. 
VI. RESULT
During the calculations and tests on gameplay, enemy drones hit user spaceship mostly accurately. Some of the times user spaceship moves too fast and when enemy drone fires itself towards the chosen direction, speed of the enemy drone is not fast enough to catch the user spaceship. But this is a very rare situation, user spaceship doesn"t move too fast most of the times. During the implementation of fuzzy logic there were some problems. At first only the membership values were taken as the output value evaluation. This resulted in concluding for the incorrect directions for motion. Every rule fired produces a membership value, and this value must be multiplied with a constant value declared before. Sugeno output functions are singletons, and every membership value sent to the functions are multiplied with a constant variable. Average of all these values are chosen as the output value as a result enemy drone can shoot itself to the right direction more frequently as shown in Figs. 7 and 8.
VII. CONCLUSION
Fuzzy logic is a powerful tool for the AI implementations inside the games. Of course state machines would work without any problem for such games. However, bigger and more complicated AI systems can have problems with the state machines. Too many options can produce too many state machines, which makes it harder for the developers. Making a minor change inside this AI system will also be very hard because of the quantity of the states.
When fuzzy logic is employed, every component can be separated from each other and can be manipulated easily. Addition or removal of rules from the rule base is much faster and can be done even without a high level of programming experience. Also the behaviours of the AI characters inside the game are connected to each other with fuzzy inference. For instance, a character can have emotions, physical strength and movement systems. With fuzzy inference system AI characters can decide where to move or what to do according to emotional state and physical awareness. This makes AI actions more realistic.
In this paper we have shown that a fuzzy logic based AI implementations can make significant contributions to game development as well as making the game more challenging and hence enhancing the gameplay. The enemy drones operated with zero order Sugeno inference engine can decide on the time for attacking the spaceship and giving damage. The player would not be able to guess whether a drone is in sleep mode (not sending radar signals) or is ready to attack.
For research purposes, fuzzy logic should be used more commonly inside AI systems for games since it is a quite efficient way to see AI behaviour implemented characters inside games.
